Fall 2014
COMPLEX LITIGATION

Course Number:  LITG 7005                           Call Number:   000023

Professor:    Conley, Jr.
Credits:      3 Classroom
Primary Basis for the Grade:  Tentatively Seminar Paper; Letter Grade
Prerequisites: None

Enrollment: Limited to 15; Please complete a Limited Enrollment Lottery Form.
Meets Seminar Requirement? Yes
Meets Writing Requirement? Yes
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No

Meeting Times:  M 9:00 to11:45 am
Location: 306

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Introduces students to the increasing trend toward complex litigation (cases with complex issues, multi-party cases, and multi-forum cases). Explores the use of procedural devices; the functioning of the judicial panel on multi-district litigation; and case management by lawyers, judges, and special masters. Particular emphasis on class actions, including the Class Action Fairness Act.

Special Note:
Taking this course satisfies only one of the graduation requirements (seminar or writing). If you take this course and have not yet satisfied the seminar requirement, you will be deemed to have met the seminar requirement. However, if you take this course and you have already met the seminar requirement, you will be deemed to have met the writing requirement. Two, separate courses are required to satisfy both the seminar and writing requirements. No one course satisfies them both.
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